Highly Sensitive and Quality Self-Testable Electrochemiluminescence Assay of DNA Methyltransferase Activity Using Multifunctional Sandwich-Assembled Carbon Nitride Nanosheets.
DNA methylation catalyzed by methylase plays a key role in many biological activities. However, developing a highly sensitive, simple, and reliable way for evaluation of DNA methyltransferase (MTase) activity is still a challenge. Here, we report a sandwich-assembled electrochemiluminescence (ECL) biosensor using multifunctional carbon nitride nanosheets (CNNS) to evaluate the Dam MTase activity. The CNNS could not only be used as an excellent substrate to conjugate a large amount of hairpin probe DNA to improve the sensitivity but also be utilized as an internal reliability checker and an analyte reporter in the bottom and top layers of the biosensor, respectively. Such a unique sandwich configuration of CNNS well coupled the advantages of ECL luminophor that were generally assembled in the bottom or top layer in a conventional manner. As a result, the biosensor exhibited an ultralow detection limit down to 0.043 U/mL and a linear range between 0.05 and 80 U/mL, superior to the MTase activity assay in most previous reports. We highlighted the great potential of emerging CNNS luminophor in developing highly sensitive and smart quality self-testable ECL sensing systems using a sandwiched configuration for early disease diagnosis, treatment, and management.